Serve, Lead and Succeed with Service-learning

Serve
- civic engagement
- community impact
- character building

Lead
- student voice and choice
- empowerment
- passion and purpose

Succeed
- academic achievement
- learning that lasts
- real, relevant experiences

Service-learning Building Leaders 2019-2020
District Coordinator: Jeanne Gogolski
jgogolski@uaschools.org, 614-226-4595

Barrington
Katie Benton
Ashley Stechschulte

Greensview
Sally Mac-Gregor-Martin
Blythe Lamont

Tremont
Gina Salvatore

Wickliffe
Felice Kassoy
Janie Nocera

Windermere
Katie O'Keefe

Hastings
Catherine Shapiro

Jones
Molly Miley

UAHS
Alicia McGinty
Leah Miller